
OIL INDIA LIMITED
(A Govt.of India Enterprise)

NEF Project, Duliajan

WORKS CONTRACT

Tender No. D209871L16

SOQ - Schedule of Work, Unit, Quantities, Rates and Prices.

__________________________________________________________________________________________
Service Description of Unit in Quantity Rate per Unit Amount
Line Work Words (Figures &
No. Words)
__________________________________________________________________________________________
10 Clearing jungle including Square meter 1,800.000

uprooting of rank vegetation,
grass, brush wood, trees and
saplings of girth upto
30cm measured at a height of
1m above ground level
and removal of rubbish upto a
distance of 50 metres
outside the periphery of the
area cleared.

20 Cutting of trees including Number 20.000
cutting of trunks, branches
and removal of stumps
including stacking of service
able materials within a lead
of 100 metres

30 Excavation of foundation Cubic meter 70.000
trenches not exceeding 2
meters depth including
dressing of bottom and sides
of trenches and subsequent
filling and
compaction in 15cm layers as
in column foundations,fence
posts, etc. and
disposal of all surplussoil
as directed within a lead of
30 metres.

40 Filling available excavated Cubic meter 9.000
earth (excluding rock) in
trenches, plinth, sides of
foundations etc. in layers
not exceeding 20cm in depth,
consolidating each
deposited layer by ramming
and watering, lead up
to 50 m and lift upto 1.5 m.

50 Surface dressing of ground Square meter 150.000
including removing
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vegetation and inequalities
not exceeding 15cm
deep and disposal of rubbish,
lead upto 50 m
and lift upto 1.5m .

60 Steel reinforcement for RCC Kilogram 750.000
work including straighthening,
cutting, bending, placing in
position and
binding all
complete.Thermo-Mechanically
Treated bars.

70 Brick flooring with first Square meter 86.000
class bricks in cement mortar
1:4 including cement slurry
etc. complete.

80 Providing and laying cement Cubic meter 16.100
concrete in retaining
wall, return walls, walls
(any thickness) including
pilasters, piers,
columns,abutments, pillars,
posts,
plain window sills, sunken
floors, etc. up to floor
five level excluding the cost
of centering,
shuttering and finishing.

90 Providing and laying in Cubic meter 5.000
position reinforced cement
concrete excluding cost of
centering and shuttering,
finishing and reinforcement
in -
All work upto level V:

100 Providing and fixing Square meter 53.000
,Centering and shuttering
including strutting
,propping etc.And removal of
formwork:

110 Providing First class Cubic meter 10.000
brickwork in foundation and
plinth in :
(a) in cement mortar 1: 3 ( 1
cement : 3 coarse sand )

120 Providing ,laying cement Square meter 187.000
plaster 1 : 3 (1 cement : 3
fine
sand).including finishing all

130 White washing with lime on Square meter 187.000
new work (three or more
coats)to give an even shade.

140 Painting with synthetic Square meter 7.200
enamel paint of approved
brand and manufacture in all
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shades on new work
150 Structural steel work in Kilogram 210.000

single section fixed with or
without connecting plate
including cutting, hoisting,
fixing in position and
applying a priming coat of
approved steel primer all
complete.

160 Providing 2nd class local Cubic meter 2.500
wood in trusses, etc.
including hoisting, fixing in
position, supplying
necessary fittings such as
spikes, nuts and bolts,
nails, etc. and applying wood
preservative for
unexposed surfaces etc.
complete.

170 Providing G.I. barbed wire Square meter 180.000
fencing with 2.4m jungle
heart wood post 30cm
minimumdia. placed 2.5m apart
using 9 horizontal lines and
2 diagonals barbed wire
fixed from post to post with
wire nails and projecting
the post 2cm above the top
most wire including earthwork
and coal tarring of post
below ground complete

__________________________________________________________________________________________
Total Amount(Rs):

__________________________________________________________________________________________
Note :- Bidder must include all liabilities including statutory
liabilities in their quoted rates.
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